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Register protection

• Why does accuracy matter?
– Trademark register is meant to be a reliable 

reflection of marks in use in commerce
– Inaccurate or improper use claims:

• Could result in loss of registration
• Contribute to a cluttered trademark register
• Diminish the register ’s utility to business and public
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Presentation Notes
Our Register is valuable because it reflects what is available for adoption by other businesses and what is not.That accuracy is critical for making good business decisions.Registrations that are not accurate are invalid and subject to challenge by third parties.But until they are challenged, they take up space on the TM Register and create problems for those who might actually want to use those marks on goods/services.They make mark clearance harder.



Register protection

• Why does register integrity matter?
– Obtaining registration by improper means gives 

bad actors an unfair advantage over 
competitors.

– Challenging improperly granted registrations is 
costly for businesses.

– Scams of United States Patent and Trademark 
Office (USPTO) customers erode trust.
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Presentation Notes
The problem of improper behavior is growing and trademark owners simply don’t have the resources to take on the entire burden of policing the register.If the USPTO issues registrations that lack integrity, the value of registrations will diminish.Furthermore, it is not a good look for USPTO customers to be receiving scams and solicitations that trick them into paying for services they don’t need or never get.



Register protection 
• Deter bad behavior

– Special task force
– Database login
– Publicizing scams

• Improve accuracy
– Post-registration audit
– U.S. counsel rule
– Specimen refusals
– TMA
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Presentation Notes
Our goal is to improve the accuracy of the submissions we get so as to make examination easier and issue accurate registrations.We also want to deter bad behavior. Here are our main tools to address the sloppy and the sleazy. Some of our tools address both.



Register protection

• TMA provides us with updated tools.
– Letters of protest
– Flexible response period
– New nonuse cancellation mechanisms
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Presentation Notes
The Trademark Modernization Act provides us additional tools to advance our strategy of increasing the accuracy of our register.First, we asked if the LoP procedure could be codified so that we could have the clear authority to charge a fee.Next, we asked for the authority to shorten the standard 6 month response time so we could move suspicious applications through the system faster.Lastly, we asked for nonuse cancellation procedures that were faster and cheaper than TTAB proceedings.



Letters of protest

• Third parties may submit for consideration 
for inclusion in the record evidence 
relevant to a ground for refusal of 
registration. 
– Two-month deadline
– $50 per submission 
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The Letter of Protest procedure has been in place for years.It is a process whereby third parties can send evidence to the USPTO regarding someone else’s application.Typically, third parties cannot intervene in a trademark application without filing an opposition at the TTAB.We review the evidence and determine whether we think it should be sent to the examining attorney for consideration.This is a way for third parties to bring something to our attention that we might otherwise have missed or don’t have access to.



Flexible response period

• Increase examination efficiency.
– Authority to shorten six-month response period, 

but not less than 60 days
– Extensions available up to full six months
– Fee for extensions
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Presentation Notes
Next, we have the flexible response period.Typically, applicants have 6 months to respond to an office action.This time period is likely reasonable for a lot of the big substantive refusals we issue.Applicants and their attorneys need time to figure out how best to respond.However, for small requirements, like getting US counsel, 6 months is too long.That time lag means that applications are taking up space in our system longer than they really need to.If an application looks suspicious, the examining attorney does not really want to give them 6 months to respond.This authority would allow us to shorten response times.How short and for what reason would we shorten? That will be determined in our rulemaking process.Because this will impact attorney docketing systems as well as our IT systems, we need to balance interests here.



Nonuse cancellation mechanisms

• New proceedings available
– Expungement

• Targets trademarks that have never been used in 
commerce.

– Also available as a new claim at the Trademark Trial and 
Appeal Board (TTAB)

– Reexamination
• Targets trademarks that were not in use on or before 

the “relevant date.”
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Presentation Notes
The TMA includes two new mechanisms for getting deadwood off of the register.The key to these proposals is that they are cancellation proceedings but they are not at the TTAB.The goal is to create processes that are quicker and cheaper than a board proceeding.The are two targets of these proceedings: 1) those marks that were never used (typically Section 44/66 registrations) and 2) those that were not used as of the relevant date.Expungement = Targets trademarks that have never been used in commerce.Reexamination = Targets trademarks that were not in use on or before the “relevant date.”Filing date for Section 1(a)-based registrationsDeadline for filing SOU or the filing of an AAU for Section 1(b)-based registrations



Nonuse cancellation mechanisms

• Petition/request requirements:
– Identify registration.
– Identify each good or service challenged.
– Include verified statement regarding reasonable 

search conducted.
– Include supporting evidence.
– Pay fee.
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Presentation Notes
To start the proceeding, a third party or the Director must submit a request to expunge or a request to reexamination.The request can cover some or all of the g/s.The key issue for stakeholders is what is a reasonable search and what evidence, and how much, would support a prima facie case such that we would institute the proceeding. 



Nonuse cancellation mechanisms

• Who may initiate?   
– Any person
– The Director  

• What may be challenged?  
– Expungement: Sections 1, 23, 44, or 66 
– Reexamination: Sections 1 or 23
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Here are some details.Any person can make this request during certain windows of time, post-registration.There is no standing requirement so the real party in interest behind the request does not have to be identified.This means that the issue of standing does not have to be litigated and the process is quicker.The Director may also request the proceeding.Expungement really targets the registrations under Section 44/66. Currently, these registrants don’t have to establish use until the 5th year maintenance filing, but technically, they have to begin using the mark under the treaty requirements at year 3.This expungement procedure should make that clear and hopefully change behavior.The reexamination proceeding is for use based registrations where use was required either at filing or at the SOU/AAU stage. If a registrant submitted specimens to us that were accepted, but based on other evidence, should not have been, a third party or the Director can request reexamination of the claim of use.We are currently working out how they will be handled, but the idea is that these reexaminations will not go back to the original examiner for review. 



Nonuse cancellation mechanisms

• When may they be filed?
– Expungement: between 3-10 years after 

registration
– Reexamination: between 0-5 years after 

registration
• What are the available remedies?

– Cancellation in whole or in part
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Presentation Notes
Here are some details.Any person can make this request during certain windows of time, post-registration.There is no standing requirement so the real party in interest behind the request does not have to be identified.This means that the issue of standing does not have to be litigated and the process is quicker.The Director may also request the proceeding.Expungement really targets the registrations under Section 44/66. Currently, these registrants don’t have to establish use until the 5th year maintenance filing, but technically, they have to begin using the mark under the treaty requirements at year 3.This expungement procedure should make that clear and hopefully change behavior.The reexamination proceeding is for use based registrations where use was required either at filing or at the SOU/AAU stage. If a registrant submitted specimens to us that were accepted, but based on other evidence, should not have been, a third party or the Director can request reexamination of the claim of use.We are currently working out how they will be handled, but the idea is that these reexaminations will not go back to the original examiner for review. 



Nonuse cancellation mechanisms

• What is the appeal process?
– From the Director to the TTAB and then the 

Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit
• What prevents abuse of the process? 

– Estoppel as to the same goods or services
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Presentation Notes
Where the registrant cannot establish use of the challenged g/s, those g/s will be cancelled. The registrant may appeal cancellation to the TTAB and then to the Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit.Stakeholders are very concerned about abuse of these proceedings.We are working on that angle but the legislation itself says that once a g/s is attacked and survives because use was established, those g/s can never be attacked again.



Nonuse cancellation mechanisms

• Rules 
– Must include:

• What constitutes reasonable investigation
• What constitutes acceptable types of evidence

– May include:
• Response and extension times 
• Limits on timing and number of petitions
• Relationship to other proceedings
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We are drafting rules to design the proceedings right now.The rules must include what constitutes a reasonable investigation and what evidence would be sufficient for the Director to initiate a proceeding.Our rules may include registrant’s response deadlines.We are not stuck with the 6month response period which is good if we want these to be fast. 



TMA implementation

• Notice of Proposed Rulemaking 
– Spring, 2021

• Deadline for implementation
– December 27, 2021
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Presentation Notes
We are drafting rules to design the proceedings right now.The rules must include what constitutes a reasonable investigation and what evidence would be sufficient for the Director to initiate a proceeding.Our rules may include registrant’s response deadlines.We are not stuck with the 6month response period which is good if we want these to be fast. 



USPTO resources and feedback

• USPTO external site   
– https://www.uspto.gov/trademarks/laws/2020-

modernization-act
• USPTO feedback

– Send input to TMFeedback@uspto.gov.
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